
FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:
The Interdisciplinary Humanities graduate group has historically been able to offer funding 
to all master's and doctoral students in good standing. Each semester, many of our students 
work as teaching assistants or as research assistants on faculty projects or at the Center for 
the Humanities. Others receive fellowships that permit them to focus on their studies full 
time. The Center for the Humanities, UC Merced and the UC system all offer fellowships. 
Many of our students have received extramural fellowships as well.

CONTACT US: 
ANNE ZANZUCCHI, Graduate Group Chair

azanzucchi@ucmerced.edu

GRADUATE DIVISION ADMISSIONS

209-228-4723
gradadmissions@ucmerced.edu
 
GRADUATE FUNDING

209-228-4622
gradfunding@ucmerced.edu 

WORKING GROUPS AND INITIATIVES:
❯ Asia and Asian Diaspora/Global Asia

❯ Mesoamerican Studies 

❯ Pre-modern Studies

❯ Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies

❯ Digital Heritage

❯ Community Engaged Scholarship

Students may pursue these or additional interdisciplinary 
research themes based on personal interest and faculty 
expertise.

FACULTY DISCIPLINARY AREAS:

❯ Anthropology (sociocultural, anthropological
 archaeology, biological anthropology)

❯ Critical Race and Ethnic Studies

❯ Global Arts (art history/visual studies, 
 ethnomusicology, film and media studies, museum
 studies, performance studies, sound studies).

❯ History (early modern Britain and its empire;
 Atlantic World; gender; literature and history)

❯ English Literature (literatures and cultures –
 including world, national, and transnational
 literature; performance and drama)

❯ Spanish Literature and Culture (Latin American
 Literature and culture, Spanish literature and
 culture, Mexican-American literature and culture)

❯ Spanish Linguistics (heritage and second language
 acquisition, socio-linguistics) 

❯ World Heritage (heritage studies, digital heritage,
 mapping and GIS)

❯ Writing Studies (creative writing, rhetoric,
 composition, and multilingualism)

Interdisciplinary Humanities
GRADUATE STUDIES AT 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, MERCED (M.A., Ph.D.)

Interdisciplinary Humanities (IH) is an innovative master’s and doctoral program 
that incorporates anthropology, critical race and ethnic studies, global arts, 
history, languages, literature, world heritage and writing studies. An 
Interdisciplinary Humanities education is comprehensive, and also may include 
disciplinary specialization within integrative concepts and methods that enrich all 
cultural research. The program exposes students to many humanities professions 
and prepares students to engage the public scholarly activities. 

ih.ucmerced.edu

ROBIN DELUGAN, Admissions and Fellowships Chair

rdelugan@ucmerced.edu

GENERAL INQUIRIES

209-228-4723
graddiv@ucmerced.edu



ANTHROPOLOGY

MARK ALDENDERFER, professor

maldenderfer@ucmerced.edu

ROBIN DELUGAN, associate professor**

rdelugan@ucmerced.edu

KATHLEEN HULL, associate professor 
khull3@ucmerced.edu

ANNEETH KAUR HUNDLE, assistant professor*

akaurhundle@ucmerced.edu

HOLLEY MOYES, associate professor 

hmoyes@ucmerced.edu

LINDA-ANNE REBHUN, associate professor

lrebhun@ucmerced.edu

CHRISTINA TORRES-ROUFF, associate professor

ctorres-rouff@ucmerced.edu 

CRITICAL RACE AND ETHNIC STUDIES (CRES)

KIT MYERS, assistant professor

kmyers6@ucmerced.edu

MA VANG, assistant professor

mvang53@ucmerced.edu

ENGLISH LITERATURE

KATHERINE STEELE BROKAW, associate professor

kbrokaw@ucmerced.edu 

GREGG CAMFIELD, professor 

[Currently Vice Provost of Faculty] 

HUMBERTO GARCIA, associate professor**

hgarcia22@ucmerced.edu

JAN GOGGANS, associate professor

jgoggans@ucmerced.edu

NIGEL HATTON, assistant professor*  
nhatton@ucmerced.edu 

MATTHEW KAISER, associate professor 

mkaiser2@ucmerced.edu

GLOBAL ARTS

LORENA ALVARADO, assistant professor

Lalvarado10@ucmerced.edu (starting AY 2018-19)

JAYSON BEASTER-JONES, associate professor

209-720-4422 

ADITI CHANDRA, assistant professor**

achandra4@ucmerced.edu

MARIA DEPRANO, assistant professor

mdeprano@ucmerced.edu

DAVID KAMINSKY, associate professor

dkaminsky@ucmerced.edu 

YEHUDA SHARIM, assistant professor

ysharim@ucmerced.edu (starting AY 2018-19)

PATRICIA VERGARA, assistant professor

pvergara2@ucmerced.edu

SHIPU WANG, associate professor**

swang7@ucmerced.edu 

KENICHI YOSHIDA, associate professor**

kyoshida@ucmerced.edu

HISTORY

SUSAN D. AMUSSEN, professor

samussen@ucmerced.edu

KEVIN DAWSON, associate professor*

kdawson4@ucmerced.edu

SEAN MALLOY, associate professor*

smalloy@ucmerced.edu 

SHOLEH QUINN, associate professor

squinn@ucmerced.edu 

MUEY SAETURN, assistant professor

msaeturn3@ucmerced.edu

MARIO SIFUENTEZ, assistant professor*

msifuentez@ucmerced.edu

DAVID TORRES-ROUFF, associate professor*

dtorres-rouff@ucmerced.edu

SPANISH LINGUISTICS

VIRGINIA ADAN-LIFANTE, senior lecturer with security of 

employment | vadan-lifante@ucmerced.edu

DALIA MAGAÑA, assistant professor* 

dmagana6@ucmerced.edu 

SPANISH LITERATURE AND CULTURE

VIRGINIA ADAN-LIFANTE, senior lecturer with security of 

employment | vadan-lifante@ucmerced.edu

ARTURO ARIAS, professor*

Aarias26@ucmerced.edu

IGNACIO LÓPEZ-CALVO, professor* 

ilopez-calvo@ucmerced.edu

MANUEL MARTÍN-RODRÍGUEZ, professor 
mmartin-rodriguez@ucmerced.edu 

CRISTIÁN RICCI, professor

cricci@ucmerced.edu (currently on leave administering UC 

Education Abroad, Santiago, Chile) 

JILL ROBBINS, professor

(currently Dean of the School of Social Sciences, Humanities & 

Arts)

WORLD HERITAGE

NICOLA LERCARI, assistant professor  
nlercari@ucmerced.edu

KARL RYAVEC, professor

kryavec@ucmerced.edu

WRITING STUDIES 

PAUL GIBBONS, lecturer with security of employment 

pgibbons@ucmerced.edu 

ANNE ZANZUCCHI, lecturer with security of employment

azanzucchi@ucmerced.edu

*CRES associated faculty

**CRES affiliated faculty
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